NEVER BURN with Gas, Diesel or Kerosene!

GASOLINE can have the same explosive power as dynamite.

FUMES:
- Are extremely flammable!
- Spread quickly!
- Are invisible!
- Stick to your clothes!

MORE THAN 200 PEOPLE ARE BURNED each year in Arkansas from simply burning trash, leaves or brush!

MORE THAN 25% of these burns will require admission to the Arkansas Children’s Burn Center for treatment.

BURN SAFELY.
- Only burn DRY material. Smoke means dampness.
- Outdoor fires MUST be away from buildings, fences, overhead wires and trees.
- DO NOT light fires on windy days!
- Check BURN BANS with your local fire department.
- Have a bucket of water or garden hose at the ready.
- Keep children and pets away.
- Put the fire completely out before leaving it.

Store flammable products in a well-ventilated area, outside the home.

Containers should be approved and well-labeled.

Always keep flammable materials away from children.

Arkansas Children’s
For more information
(501) 364-5359